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Y
OU have to love these
Poles. Every time they
offer you a shot of
something alcoholic, be
it at breakfast, lunch
(which they typically

call dinner – the main meal of the
day, eaten mid to late afternoon) or
after supper (not as big as
“lunch”), they tell you it’s for your
health; or it will warm you up.
That it will whet the appetite
(good apéritif) or settle your
stomach (if you’ve overindulged).
It’s a tonic. It’s restorative. It’s
good for the constitution. 

The list is creative. It goes on.
I am usually a wine drinker 

but prepping for my trip, I read
that vodka is like wine for many
Poles in terms of subtleties of
flavour; that one might try sipping
their smooth, refined vodkas 
with meals. 

I also know from a previous
brief foray that in Poland, they
make excellent beer. 

I wasn’t aware until I met a
winemaker that they also have a
fledgling wine industry. 

When in Rome, as they say – or,
in this case, when in Warsaw: “I
will have a beer – whatever is on
tap – and a vodka,” I tell the
waiter the afternoon I arrive. I
have met up with a friend who,
like me, had a Polish dad. We are
going to spend a few days on a
road trip, looking into our roots. 

Our first stop will be the
Warsaw Rising Museum,
dedicated to the uprising of 1944 –
the Polish resistance Home
Army’s (unsuccessful and
catastrophic) attempt to liberate
Warsaw from Nazi Germany that
ended in the annihilation of the
city, of the resistance army and of
150 000 to 200 000 civilians who
died, mostly from mass
executions.

It’s 25 years since Soviet
communist dominance ended. It’s
75 years since the end of World
War II. The night before I leave
Poland (after three weeks), the
long-anticipated Museum of the
History of Polish Jews opens in
Warsaw. The atrocities of war, the
Holocaust, the slaughter of non-
Jewish Poles by the Germans and
the Russians – one element or
another of Poland’s devastating
recent past – is never far from the
surface when you’re there. 

Which does not detract from, or
diminish, the buzzy and buoyant
present, the vodka and the beer,
the kilometres of fertile farmland
and forests one drives or travels
by train through, the culinary
renaissance that’s going on, the
engaging and welcoming Poles, or
any of the country’s abundant
attractions. But constantly what
has gone before gives a sobering,
textured foundation. 

Before the museum that first
day, we hit Warsaw’s Old Town,
and stop for “dinner” at one of the
many outdoor cafés in the market
square graced by its imposing
sword-bearing mermaid statue,
(this is a replica; the original is
safe in the city’s Historical
Museum), this being the coat of
arms and symbol of the city.

The October afternoon is
warm. This is the season known
as Golden Autumn when the
weather is typically balmy, the
foliage is turning and the trees are
undressing for winter. 

We order Polish specialties,
naturally. The ubiquitous pierogi

(Polish dumplings), melt in the
mouth herring and a hearty
cheese platter. We gulp our long
glasses of Zywiec (beer); sip on
the vodka. 

This sets the scene for as many
vodka experiences as there are
days during a trail through small
Polish towns that make us feel
we’ve stepped back into the last
century; of Teutonic castles that
force us to read up on our history;
of churches and cemeteries that
leave us with no doubt that we’re
in a Catholic country. 

My first morning in Krakow,
just eight days after arriving in
Warsaw, we stop in for an early
coffee and a kremówka – a custardy
cheese cake often called a papieska
(papal) kremówka since the late
Polish pope (John Paul II) said it
was one of his favourite things to
eat – at Café Jama Michalika
(www.jamamichalika.pl). This
gallery-like art-filled restaurant
and bar opened more than 100
years ago. 

Long a haven for writers and
creatives, in its heyday artists
often drunk, swopping many of
the tongue-in-cheek, risqué,
satirical art works that adorn the
walls for food and drink. A cabaret
and poetry venue to this day, it
was also here that, at the turn of
the last century, a legendary
burlesque-type avante-garde
cabaret – in English, Green

Balloon – was born.
Owner (since 1991) Stanislaw

Jerzy Kulis, a chef and writer,
shares its history through an
interpreter. After not too long he
calls his pony-tailed manageress,

Martina. “He says that Poles drink
at restaurants,” she tells me. “My
boss says it’s a cold day and you
must try this traditional drink.” 

In this hallowed establishment
where Poland’s legendary artist,
the late Karol Frycz, designed
most of the off-the-wall, decadent
stained glass windows, I am
introduced to nalewka. A
traditional vodka-like drink
infused with herbs, fruit, and/or
spices, the tradition was almost
lost, I am told, under Soviet rule.

But there’s been a strong
revival with people making their
own and small producers put it on
their shelves. I learn that
ingredients which lend their
flavours include blackcurrent,
cherries, walnut, sloe berries,
strawberries; in the case of the
one we drink, derén berries, that I
can’t find a translation for.

Infusions such as this typically
come with the words “Good 
for you” – regardless of the time
of day. At a stop in one historic
spot, the hilltop haven of
Lanckorona, about 45 minutes by
car from Krakow, we are poured a
nalewka romantically flavoured
with rose petals. 

I never thought I would buy a
vodka T-shirt, but at Frederick
Chopin Airport, when waiting to
fly back to Durban, I saw a T-shirt
that says on the front: “Polska is
full of difficult choices.” 

The difficult choices listed on
the back are a range of vodkas:
Zubrówka, Pan Tadeusz,
Luksusowa, Chopin, Wyborowa. 

Time to say Na zdrowie!
wandahennig@comcast.net.

On a trip looking into her roots, Wanda Hennig
drinks a travel toast to a remarkable country

A little shot
of Poland

Warsaw Old Town market square, graced by the mermaid coat of arms and a symbol of the city. It’s vibrant and buzzy and a good stop for ‘dinner’.

Cheers to
being here
– the
writer with
Warsaw
resident
Marcin
Stochlak.

Polish
nalewki at
Jama
Michalika
in
Krakow,
which
opened
more than
100 years
ago.

The
Warsaw
Rising
museum
which
opened
while the
writer was
in the
country.
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IT’S blustery and raining in Krakow
for my lunch date at Pod Baranem
(podbaranem.com), reputedly the most
popular restaurant among locals who
want to indulge in upscale seasonally
inspired traditional Polish fare in the
city’s vast medieval old town
marketplace area. 

I’ve barely had time to settle in
when waiter Mariusz Scetlak brings
me a what he tells me is “quince-
infused vodka – made by the owner; to
warm you up”.

It accompanies a small platter that
includes a tapas-size serving of steak tartar.
The restaurant prides itself in the freshness
of the ingredients. Except for some of the
more “exotic” fish that come via a contact at
a market in Berlin, everything is locally
sourced.

The meat for the tartar comes from a
farm checked out by Pod Baranem’s owner
and chef Jan Baran’s “number-two chef”,
his son Patrick. It’s prepared with gherkin
and marinated foraged mushrooms, both
made in-house. 

“We have to constantly plan around the
seasons,” Chef Patrick tells me. “In
mushroom season we buy foraged
mushrooms and freeze them. We use 2 000kg
of fresh foraged mushrooms a year and
300kg to 400kg of dried mushrooms.

“At the moment we’re making plum jams.
The plums are in season. We freeze fresh
berries to use all year and make jams which
we can then reconstitute year-round in
sauces, hot or cold.”

The berry mousse cheesecake I end my
meal with is made from fresh berries. The
intense berry drizzle in the velvety garnish
that accompanies it is made from one of
their jams, he says. It means they can keep
this favourite on the menu all year.

Scetlak pours me what he says is Chef
Jan’s special 14-year-old barrel-aged prunus
padus-infused (bird cherry) vodka to
accompany my cheesecake and coffee. 

I have by now had another berry-
infused vodka, made in-house, with my
wild-boar dish. The restaurant works with
a hunter who provides them with venison
and boar, shot during hunting season in a
nearby forest. 

He has also poured me a commercially
produced spelt (grain) vodka. This came
with herring and salmon, both smoked on
cherry wood. 

I was offered the option of wine. It would
have been French. Why, when the option
was to sip on local vodkas/nalewkas made
in-house?

Cheers to a
Polish cellar

TRAVEL NOTES
The writer flew with Emirates
(www.emirates.com) from
Durban to Warsaw via Dubai
on a “special offer” for R7 000.
She travelled independently
within the country by road with
friends and by train. 

USEFUL LINKS
The Warsaw Tourist Office:
www.warsawtour.pl/en
Poland Culinary Vacations:
polandculinaryvacations.com 
The Warsaw Rising Museum:
www.1944.en 
The new Warsaw Museum of
the History of Polish Jews:
www.jewishmuseum.org.pl/en

READING MATTER
Poland: A History,
by Adam Zamoyski. 
Rising 44: The Battle for
Warsaw, by Norman Davies. 

ACCOMMODATION
In Warsaw the writer stayed at:
Harenda Hotel (in Old Town)
www.hotelharenda.com.pl
Hotel Lord (near the airport)
www.lord.hotelekorona.pl
Hostel Coco (near the central
railway station)
www.hostelcoco.pl
Check prices and book online.

Poland doesn’t have a wine industry to
speak of – yet. But it does have eccentrics –
and entrepreneurship. Winemaker Marek
Górscy, who grows French and Polish grapes
against what you might call the winter odds,
at his vineyard, Krokoszówka Górska
(www.krokoszowka-gorska.pl/), near
Krakow, is winning awards. He’s beating the
odds. – Wanda Hennig

Berry cheesecake, a shot of vodka, and a coffee go well
together at Pod Baranem restaurant in Krakow.

Waiter Mariusz Scetlak pours Polish spelt vodka to
accompany a smoked herring and salmon dish.

Bottoms
up with
Polish
wine-
maker
Marek
Górscy.

Wine time

The how, what
and where

ZAC SEAGER   

IT SEEMS that when a man is
tired of life, he should go to
Berlin. Twenty-five years after the
fall of the wall, the German
capital has been
crowned the ultimate
fun city, according to a
new survey. 

London came in a
close second, and Paris
rounded out the top
three.

The survey,
conducted by
GetYourGuide in
partnership with
GoEuro, analysed 17
travel sites around the
web, including
TripAdvisor and Yelp. More than
1 800 cities were judged on the
quality of their restaurants, bars
and attractions. Eleven different
factors were compared to create
“The Ultimate Fun City Ranking”.

In the same week that
Germany was named the best
country in the world its capital,

Berlin, stormed to victory to be
named the most fun city in the
world because of its cheap beer –
and the fact that the bars have no
last orders. London was deemed to
have the best night clubs and the

finest concerts.
GetYourGuide chief

executive Johannes
Reck said: “Not only is
London known for
having the best clubs
and concerts, but it also
has great museums,
sports clubs and bars.
One downfall is that it’s
one of the most
expensive places to buy
a pint, making it less
attractive.”

Paris, the third most
fun city, performed well in most
categories but didn’t win a single
one. Other cities in the top 10
include New York, which came out
on top for activities, and Tokyo,
which won the shopping category.
Tokyo also did well in the adult
entertainment category, but lost
out to Bangkok.

MOVIE buffs are heading to
Georgia in their droves to follow
in the footsteps of their big screen
heroes.

With many film and television
series being made in the US state
over the past few years thanks to a
lucrative tax credit, a screen
tourism boom has followed.

Blockbusters made in Atlanta
and the surrounding counties that
are slated for release in the next
year include The Hunger Games:

Mockingjay Part 1 & 2, Taken 3,

Insurgent (sequel to Divergent),
and Fast and Furious 7.

Hit series The Walking Dead,

The Vampire Diaries and
Constantine also bring millions in
revenue and employment to the
state. 

Attracted by a tax credit of up
to 30 percent for productions of
$500 000 or more, film and
television crews have flocked to
the southern state. 

“Georgia has been the
backdrop for many high-profile
productions, all of which have a
huge fan following,” says Lee
Thomas, deputy commissioner of
the Georgia Film, Music & Digital
Entertainment Office. 

“Fans from all over the world
will want to visit the locations of
their favourite film and television
shows.” 

According to the Georgia
Department of Economic
Development, 158 feature film and
TV productions were done this
financial year, with $1.4 billion
spent on production.

Tour companies specialising in

showing fans film locations for
Hunger Games and The Walking

Dead do big business. 
The Hunger Games Unofficial

Fan Tour charges $100 a ticket to
take fans on a tour of Atlanta,
including The Goat Farm in West
Midtown, which stood in for the
coal mining community of
District 12 in the films, and The
Swan House at the Atlanta
History Center, used for President

Snow’s house in Catching Fire. 
The Atlanta History Center has

seen 5 000 people take the Capitol
Tour since it began last November. 

The Goat Farm is also one of
the stops on the Big Zombie tours
bus route. More than 10 000 have
been on the tours since 2012.

In the UK, it is estimated one in
10 visitors is attracted by film
locations they see on screen. –
Daily Mail

Look familiar? Atlanta History Center has welcomed Catching Fire fans
visiting “President Snow’s house”

Jennifer Lawrence stars as Katniss Everdeen in The Hunger Games

Berlin the new top party spot

TOP 10
PARTY SPOTS
1 Berlin
2 London
3 Paris
4 New York
5 Tokyo
6 Hamburg
7 Rome
9 Barcelona
10 Instanbul

Tourists
keen on
film sites
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